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,ABSTRA

Individuals aim their attempts to exert legitimate.politic4

influence at partigular levels of goVernment. As has been recognized

in some of the status stratification literature, these levels are
p .

, A
hierarchically organized in terms of differential inclurA+eness or

cis

control. Nonetheless, the hieraryhical ization of polit

influence attempts is an aspect of political participationth' h has

not.yet received systematic study. Such an effort is reported herein,

in which we provide initial data on. perceived political influence of rural

people in a faimidg region of the upper Midwest. An area 'probability

sample, of 112 adults drawn from. ChippeWa County, Wisconsin, containing

approximately equal nuMbers.of men and women is utiiS.zed to assess

the reliability and validity of the measurement scheme. .,Employing

our measurement technique, we find positive relationships between our

measure and traditional status measures such as educational attainment,

SET scores, and familk income: We also find jkositive relatiGnships
k

with measures of political kdowledge and political efficacy. We

find marked sex interactions in,the political participation process.

Besides those substantive findings, itshould be noted that the method.

u'ed herein is potentially useful as a measure of the otherwise

.elusiVe status attainment dependent variable political status.

I
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INTRODUCTION,

Politica participation has been' defined as "thoSe activities by

i.

4
private citizens that are more or less di:e

*
tly aimed at'influencing

I

the selection of government personnel and/o4the actions they take."

(Verba and Nie,s1972: 2.) Political participation'theorists'have held

'pat those vho participate are likely to be more powerful than others

because "someone must make political. decisions and appoint, uphold,.

-and remove leaders. ...Likewise, some have held that although not all

who participate possess effective power, those who do not participate
0

cannot share or exercise,power"(McClosky, 253),)

The above conception of political participatiot seems. to imply that
4.

embodied in the concept of political participation is the concept of

influencel1 yet the c' majority of` participation studies have been

content to simply ascertain whether or not, resiNndent has engaged in

ponderl activities without regard ta the effect of such activities

on the decisions made' y political authorities.

Recognizing the need to ascertain the influenceTotential inherent

in political participation attempts, a perceived.politiaal influenCre

/ .

scale
3
was devised which not only seeks information concerning.whether

or not an individual has participated but alsaaddrasses the question of

influence by asking the respondent to 'indicate if he got what%he wanted

out of his influence a mpt.

4 /7-
The present concept of politic'al part atiori4s' loselysrelate/d OICe

.:,

the concept of legitimate political influence, a h rchical variable
-,, /

which has been proposed (Hallee\an& Saraiva, 1912) as a way of thinking

about political stratification. The resulting instrument, therefore, may

. , 5



by appropriate as a way 'of measuring the latter variable. Then it would

also contribute to status attainment research by supplying a, measuremenk

of the political dimension of stratification, a dimenSion which has been

...7i

a persistent theme throughout the development of stratification theory

ll

and. resaasch. ti
In devising afrathevork with which to ook at partidipation as

: -

successful influence attempts, this project concentrates on what -may

be considered a subset of political participation; that is, active

poiitical:participation involiiing direct contact with legislative and

'executive political officials. Further, each of the questions asks

the respondents if they got what they wanted out of their influence

attempts, Perhaps a sample question is in order here:

Have you ever helped: to organize people.to try to. convince a city

council or county board that it,'should support a 'position your gx up

favored?

Yes No Don't know

a

Has'the city council or county board ever voted to approve a

position favored by your groups?.

Yes Partly' o Don't ](now Inappropriate

Respondents are scored on the:basis of the -second part of, the question,-

that is, a respondent receives a score of 2 if.he answers yes to the

second question, 1 if 'he answers partly, and -6 if.he answers4lo,.donq

know, or.inapproPriate. Participation, in such a question; bec8mes a

Measure of.Perceivea influence.on the governmental system; including

vhether or not respondent's participate and whether or not they perceive

such-partiCipation to have. been successful.
4

// The present conceptuallatiOn o perceived political influence differs

frOM -
participation scales in two ways. First,,it is concerned

(0

with participation only as it is directed as Political officials.'
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This conceptualization narrows the itemswhich have been traditionally

measured by participation scales. In particular, it does not ask

queStions concerning such items as voting and campaigning in a political
P 4

election. Office holding is not specified, but enters to the extent

that a holder,of an elective office or an aid appointed by such an

office holder;would have reported extensive influence as a part of his

'normal wo)k This limitation was chosen because the scale was developed

to measure infldence as it is embodied in participation. Sinc9r1I-Is

not clear what influence would mean in the context of voting or camOaign-

ing such itemuwere not included in the analys.is. Such a limitation of
.7%

the ange of Tarticipation activities necessarily implies that the sample

of ,those who are seen ,as participants will be smaller than for other
- A.

1

participation studies.

Second, as noted aboVe, the present measurement scale incorporates-FL

perceived innuence into the measurement of participation. As such',..

the present scale permits a look at participation which is effective

in the sense implied by McCloskey (1968).

InIrduals are scaled, on this instrument according/ to thehighes-t,
,.

.
a

N

level of government at 'which they perceive that they have obtained c

someyring they desired. It woUld appear that the level of government

itwhien influence was exerted wo crproviaa a natural metric b4which

oneto rarik individuals' perceived influence. If -influences af aits at the'
A

national level, tie stope*f effects of that influence would be greater

1 than i ie had affected affairs at the state level, In turn,rthe etope

of these Nould be greater than if one had affected affairs.at 6he local

level. Finally, the latter would be greater than having made no attelqts

. at 41. '20114efer o affect-higher levels of government implies a more

I
'4 ,



inclusive scope of influence than. affecting lower levels. -Those individuals

who affect such higher levels ofgovernment may have their efforts. felt

at lower levels, so we consider them to be more influential, than those

who affect governmen at lower levels.

2anOn the %ther d, the scale does not imply t at to affect higher

leVelS of government, one must necessarily have att pted to exert
f

influence at a lower level. However, as Table 1 indicatJs, most indiv-

iduals who affect higher levels of, government have also been active at

the lower levels. This seems reasonable when one considers that on an

individual level, skill in the affecting of higher levels of politics
4

V was probably gained somewhere, mostlikely,at both the state and local

8
levels. Thus, while some nationally.pOwerful people may not presently

. . . .-
. ,

b involved with. lower Ieyels, many would have done so at some time. In
1

11,

y case, it is obvioUs that decisions at a more inclusive level affect

. behavior at all the lower levels encompassed by'it.

ti
ME SCALES

Two scales, one of \51.8 items and one 01. 3:items, were constructed

(
.

for the.,preseet study. Both scales were designed to measure.perceived influence

at three levels of government, the local. la61; the state leyel, and

intended to be a short fork of the
14" (

first. Within each of these levels perceiied influence is Anceived

the federal level. The second was

to be exerted on members of both the executive'and legislative branChes

of government.
6

Because each branch is prgsent at any single level,

people are c,psidered eqUally influential if they report successfully
1

4 -
7influencing either of the two at a given leXel.

.701

On the longer (18 itxn scale), within each of these three levels we

, .

considered six ways in which any givenlindividual could have exerted

influence. These .were .generated by cross-classifyiflg the two branches

of governmtnt by-three modes 4f influence. The indiViduta could: have
%.

K C ' (
. :,8 ,
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Distribution of Perceiv,

Table

d,Political Influence.,-By,,Level o Governent.
n.=.,(112?a0'

Local
Influence

National.Influence ',
Reports. No Instance of
/Natignai. influence

Reports at Leist. One
Insthmce.of National

Influence

/

Reports No
Instance

/ of State
Influence

Reports at
Least One
Instance
of State

Influence

Reorts NO
instance
of State
Influence

Reports at
Leait One
Instance
of State
Influence

RepOstts fio /

Instan&essOf-
:Local
Ihfluence,/

Report/at
Least /One

Instance of4
Local .

Influende.

53. (46) 3 (5)'

[49] : [16]-

32 (16)

[2]'
9(11)

./
°Thesourde of this and all subsequent tables is' the present dat

o (5)

[0]

/0 (4)

[3]

4 (9) 10 (16)
[16] 121 [20]

e*

bNumbers in patenthesis refer to sho t form time one, numb0.s.i bragketsrefer to short form time two, numbers
tkeziS refer to long form.

a

ith neither brackets nor paren



eported thr t he discussed (mode 1) natters with legislativ 4-branch

r exe (branch 2) officials and had gottenthemtodo something

he desired; or he could have reported that he helpedprepare or advised

approved.

legfslati (branch 11',or executive ( branch 2) offiiaisi. or he could

others in preparing re omffiendations mode 2) which were later

- !

have reported hat he had organized people to eonVince a legislative

(branch 1) or executive (branch official. to support a position his

group favored (Mode 3)-and'had. that position approved.'

The actual fo of in4uence to be considered were decided upon after

five intensive interviews of 1-1.5-hours each carried out by.the project

',director previous to the present study. These in turn were structured
$

after considerable participant observation in situations in whilth politicd1

nfluente was exercised in rural and ur.n contextsn the United States

and Brazil/. Observations of'the actions of a powerfdi faymerst group in)-

the upper midwest were partic arly useful. The subjects of these inter4-

views were men who'had been selected by the editor of the Wisconsin Farmers

Union, a Wdekly newspape which is politically influentialiat the lo al

and state levels, The indiAduals were selected on the followizig basis.:
,

)

,t

-.)(1) one older man as politically knowledgeable and politically active,y
,,s-

.
-

r --

(2) one older man was politiqally knowledgeable andnot politically,
vv(

andtwo younger men were politically knowledgeable and potentially t

active.
t

(There was no res,ricti q men, but women's names did:not come
t..,. // . (-4

up., Even so; ome of the actual interviews, women participated,a great
. .

deal.) During ihese intetViews, the rbjects Ondicateethe kinds clactiVitierti\
they engaged in Aen politically active. 'The information dailped in this

4way vas 3ased. to help formulate the questions which were later asked
qty.

.

of the members of sample concerning t4ir political activitt Such

a cross-classificationwas.generated to) insure that the&scale.would
fi
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cover a representative range f possible p -icalactiVities and'would

thus contribute.t0 the content validity Of the analysis. In thisttext

we may draw Support:from thifollowing remaq from 'llunnally,

,

though' there Often are*Obfems'witb ensuring tent validity,

inevitably ,content validity rests mainly on ap

rdlgardiril*the adequacy with which the content

of test Items." (1967: 82.)

The shorter (3-item) scale was constructed with alb

of influence,.both branches of ,governor

collapsed into one,%question,.4plie'd:

at each of the three:levels of govern

question, referring to'the local

ree,Modes-

and the degie of success

appropriate modifications-)

An example of such °a

Turning g-fOst to your city ;or county;.',hoW'jcift*Would y61.1. say:,
,,, ,.. , .

. . r

that yoI are successfUl in:,gett5ipg eleeted:OfacialSor,their
Aids'in your pity or county. lo'takeactiOnS:;Yov think:'ar-
important? . ,

-....

We had hoped that the sho er (3 -item) .scale- be .1
., :.

correlated with the longer (18-itpm)Seale-and wou14:be reliable in. .

\Q *
it own right SQ. that J)-t could be used in further research. However,

the test-retest stabilityvfor th,liorter-form wasonly .V.5, a level

'"," )

*hich the researc, h team considers to be too lde to permit its use .as
--,

,, .,,, °;
i

,
: -- ;Yr-x, .

a reliaWe'instr ment. Moreover, the convergent validity of the 3-item
( ,L. . ,- . i ., k

scale, as measured by its
4..

correlatlon with the 18-Item scale, s also

modest (,514).

Several possible reasons why the short e3-. ml)scale has relatively
B

low apparent reliability and validity'are worth discussing: (I)ASineL

the question are.r quite broad, those.people for whom politidp are not

particuOrly salient may have interpreted theM differWly in the two
Loa



applicationS, Thus the iatitUde 'Tor; interpretation of the'Auestions

may have resulted in the samerespondent attribUting a different meaning
. . :, ,- ..

tp: the same question whet it .w prkedtat: 'two : diffe'rent times:' In other

Words, some of the, unrelia
.

itx ;might have been due. to ambiguity in
.

the questions. (2) The queStkons were aSked usind tw6 distinct` .nterview,
.

4

formats the first being a ersopaI interview and the second being A

telephone interview.; should :be noted that the ii4etviewers were

inexperienced in this type-of telephone inte'rviewinf. Th ; some `of the

low reliability may have been due o the ePfeCt. or the diifeMing methods

or inervIewing. (3e) Finally it. night be argued that people ' s partr...
:

cipation Changed: between the: two - measurement.

; , . : . , .

cUlarly crucial event- occurring in thiS 'Period may~ : haVe led to these
. - c

f

actual changes, we -halife -flo .T.eiffdence 'that. such: an 'event took piece.

. .

In
, ,

.cae- in lieu of-the relatively, shprt time span between thd first., 0, .

Measurement and ,the second measuremezyt, such major ;443es are 'not

SO-the best gueS ia-that:the apparent unreliability (anc].,
- .

invalidity) is real,,.4.that it is due to one 'or both .-of -question,

ambiguity and interviewing method.

r4
Table 2 Compares the distribution of reoponses for each of the

three forms (18-item scale, 3-item scale time 1,> 3item see,fe, time a).

Whale the -true distribution bf responses is ot,course, an empirics:1.
°

question, the initterhh of responses to the iong:form seems more ,plausible

-than doep, that for th& rt form. One must er, 'for example, why`

nearly one-third pf Ithe .respondents to the short form

(time i) indicate national participations when this. more than tile

comb) d total for state and local. This table provides. substantial

support for the greater ftce validity of 'the long form.-

.,4
7 1.



Table.2 7

Distribution of Scoring of Perceived Political Influence
n = 112)a

Short 'orm T
1

Short Form Long Form

No
participation 0 (46) 0 (49) 0 (54)

Local
participation .1 (16) '1.(2), 1-6 (32)

State
participation 2 (16) 2 (32) 7-12 (12)

National
participation 3 (34) , 3 (25) 13-18 (14)

a
Column totals less than 112 indicate missing data.

e.

13
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AO

Botrthe modest (.525) test - retest correlation of the short form

and the relativay low, (.514) correlation betWeen the short form (time 1)

and the long form'lead us to be skeptical regarding the usefulnpS of

the short form.- Admittedly, this is based on somewhat limited informa-

tion, given that we do not have a test-reteS coefcitient for the long

form and therefore have no direct evidence hat it would be more stable

than the short fem. Still, a number of considerations lead us to favor

)(the long form, the most notable being Nunnally's,assertion that "the

reliability of scores obtained on a sample of items from a doiain

increases with the number of items sampled." (1967: 192.) The long

form'makes use-of much more clearly specified information than does the short

form, results in more variation between respondents, and hence'Should allow

us to more reliably/and validly deal with political participation.

(See Appendix A for the scaling technique and internal consistency of

the 18-item scale,which should provide further support for using- the

,long for.)

THE MEASUREMENT OF PERCEIVED POLITICAL INFLUENCE

Sample

Data for the preAnt study were colleoteciby the Wisconsin Survey

Research Laboratory in the Spring of 1976. The 'scales were pretested

'in Dane County, Wisconsin,.using personal interview techniques. The

present study is based on personal and telephone interviews conducted

in Chippewa County, Wisconsin, using an area probability sample of

households. Total sample size is 112. All respondents are en- institu-

tionalized adults, 18 years of age and over. The sample is split'approxi-'

mately.evenly across sex with 44 percent female and 56 percent male.



Chippewa County was specifically selected as a test site for the

research as we had reason to believe that residents there might be more

politically-active than individuals in,other areas of the state, thus per-
,....

mitting a more adequate evaluation of the scale's ability to detect the

rattier rare instances in which influence isixercised at the federal and

state levels., An important reason for thi belief was the fact that the

T
Wisconsin Farmers' Union has its headquarters there. Because of the possible

1

bias ofthis sample towards litical activity, the results shoUldnot be

generalized beyond Chippewa County. However, due to the nature of our sample,

1
we arealso able to address a previously neglected topic, namely that of the
,,,

political participation of rural people in .a rather well-to-do upper

midwestern farm area.

Variables

Studies of participationlhave consistently found that participation

tendsto be higher among the better/educated, members of:the higher

occupational and income gaups, the middle-aged, the dominant ethnic
r.

and religious groups, men(asiopposed tO women), settled residents.,

,urban dveller-s, and members ofVoluntary associations." (McClosky,

4 .

19 : 256.) They also find political participation to be associated

Zwi such:variables as political awareness, that isi actual knowledge of

political affairs (or the rules of the game), and political efficacy.

(Milbrath, 1965: 40, 54.). We have drawn upon this litpratUre in.the

selection of our variables.

Individual positional characteristics in our sample will include the

following: Occupational status will be measured by Duncan's (1961)

Socioeconomic Index (SEI). Educational attainment is measured as years

oe education successfully completed (ED). Family income is measured

as the sum of respondent's and spousets combined 1975 annual income

(INC). Other demographic variables include age (ACE) and sex (SEX).
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Personal characteristics will include sensdof pol tical efficacy

/WO, political knowledge (KNOW), and political.interest (PINT). The

political efficacy scale is a five item scaleWith possible scores

ranging from 0 to 5: High values correspond to a high sense of perlonal

effectiveness in regards to polities..The alpha coefficient for,Che Stale.

is .387. (For an extensive review-of the concept of political efficicy

see Prewitt, 1968: 225-228.)

The political knowledge variable was developed by project personnel

and described by Olson (1977) to measure the persons ability.to identify

offices in the current political structure. We consider-this to be al

potentially important,varia$1e,;forwithout knoWledge of the structure of
Ers.

government, even if one Would like to attempt to exertAnfluence over
4

political matters, one is at a loss to fit himself into that system.

-With such knowledge, on the other hand, aperson is aware.oftWappro-

priate channels through which he can affect the political process:

With this in'mind, a nine item scale was constructed consisting of

uestions about all three branches of government (legislative, executive,

and judicial) asked .oncerning all three levels of government (local,

state, and federal). In each question, respondents were asked to identify

the office with the most authority in that particular' branch of govern-
,

ment at a particular level of government. An example of this type-of

question asked:

Which of these offid'bs has the nilbst authoritcin legislative
matters on the federal level? Would it be U.S. Senator,
U.S. Secretary of Defense, or Attorney Genkral?

Total scores on the scale range from 0 to 9 with high values

indicating a greater number of correct answers. The alpha coefficient

(or the political knowledge scale is .817,



The measure of pd'iit cal interest is'a single itei indicator which

assesses the respondents interest in political affairs. Possible

scores on the iteMlran from 1 to h. The test/retest stability for the

item is .638.

The specification of the dependenttvariable, the (18-item perceived

political influence scale is discussed, in Appendix A.

ANALYSIS OF TIE PERCEIVED POLITICAL INFLUENCE

TOTAL SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Several resources have been considered as important predictors Of

political participation.. These include 'such 4Dositional characteristics

as educational attainment, occupational standing and annual family

income, and sued personal characteristics as sense of political efficacy,

political knowledge, and political interestinaily, age and sex have

been thought to be related to political participation and we will cbn-

.

Bider them in the present analysis.

We will employ standardized. regression techniques,to measure the

effects of these variables. Table 3 Presents the total Sample zero--

order correlations, means, and standard,deviations for the,variables

to be considered below.

It has been SuggeSted in the,politieal participation literature:9

that level of educational attainment is the best predictor of political

participation, therefore suggeSting a positive effect on influence.

Equation I. of .Table 14 indicates; however, that in the bivariate case the

beta coefficient for education is Only .125 and is not statistically

significant. Ocher researchers
9

have noted the need to include other

pos4ional variables such as occupational status and income.

Adding these variables to the equation



Table 3

) ,,"Zero OrOrCOrrelatioinil, Means, and Standard DeViations of Basic Variables
4 ' 4for the Tol.al "le 3 = 112ak .

.3.50 487 . PART L000. 1'

4.58 2.78' ED

45.03 r 18.25 AG!

35.72 .21:29 SEIL

8740.501) 7975.20 'INC 'r

.125 16 066
t

.020

.239

'146

-.266 1.000

.368 :.108 11.000

.162i -.126 -.012

.56 .50 SEX 3 -.050 , -.076 053

5.43 ° 2.65 Mg; .312 .442 .382
° of

.341 L.261 .294

2 9 1.02 PINT ;340 .200' .071 .154

1.000

\.020 ear, 000

.191 .095

.184 413

, .130 .177,

1.000

.326 1.000/$44*';'

.404 .114 1.000

ror this and all following. tables, PART = Level of Oerceived polit cal ,influence; ED = years of education
'successfully completed; AGE .t.'iag,e as of April, 1976; SET Duncan socio omit index score; INC = annual
fcluu.ly, income; SEA = respondent's Sex; = political knowledge; EFF = sense of politkal efficacy;
PINT political interests.

One retpondent,repozjed an income of $915,000. Since this outlier Misleadingly distorted the mean 'and
standard deviation, it was excluded from the calculation of income. e,

19



Tabl 4

'Standardized.Beea Coefficients of Perceived Political Influence
Besourc8 Variables for the Total Sample (N = 112)a

Iddependentf
Variables

,

(1)
Beta

6

(2)

Beta
(3)

Beta
(4)

Beta
, (5)
Beta

'(6)
y

Beta

P. '.1 .125 .015 .059- .015' -.)41 -.060

SEI .235* .1974 '4.*125 .080' .090

INC '1 .4 .146 .1140. .103 .081 .068
IPA

AGE .055 .118 .123 .088i

sEc - .297* ttz 306* .283* .250*

Ere .27642 .252* .250*

KNOW. .192* .115

PINT .

- -,

.204*

.007i .054 .127 .182. . 20 .229

a
denotes betas significant at .05 level.

. 20
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reduces the.effectsof 'education to '.015.

significave effect ollpferceived political'

.While family inlome has no

inf uence, we do find that occupa-

,:tion has a subOantial effect. This would su est that of all

',known hierarchichl status variable9,occupationftl SEI has the

r C
.effect.on perceived politicl influence, --40- _-_'

This filiding\is not surprising for a variety of reasons: (1) occu
4 *.

..."--- A
tion often'serves as a point of status ,ranking in AMerican society;

N.._.

r

the best

greatest

(2) occupational scores serve as indicators of amotnt of control over

jobs and organizations -; and,(3) occupational position can hinder or'

'enhance access to public'authorities. To the extent that; conditions of

high status, greater control over jobs and organizations, and greater

access to public authorities are captured in the'occupationhl measure,

one might expect it to be related to influence. We
4

might also suggest that any effects --hat education might have on

politicalinfluence will be.mediatepAhrough the occupational level

that such education enables a person to obtain.

When age and sex are 'added to theeqnation containing education,

occupation; and income, we ind that age makes little difference,
10

while sex is highly related to .perceived political influence. It seems that
y

net of measured.background, the very fact 'of b4ng male makes it mire

3
likely that one will .perceivelilmself-to be influential-in politics.

When sense of political efficacy is. added to the above equati

the effect o occupation on political influence becomes insignificant; while

the effects of sex remain important. Al6parently most of the effect of

occupation on influence .ismediated by sense of political efficacy.



I 4A,

.1

Adding political knowledge to theequation.shOws that it too is

. .

significantly kelated to erceived influence, .and that both sense of efficacy
. -

. t. -.
,

,

.. ..

. and sex remain)im rtantly related to influence. When
)

. . . 4
..or

iTolitical interest is entered.iRb the full equation, .t is found to
.i..., . ,

have an important effect on influence.. 1 'Rothefficadyand_sex
i 1

A

P
'remain important, while poliiiical knowledge falls 'below. significance.

The R24 for th

:. :: ,,.

1,equation is
, , ,

,
. ,..

Our evidence suggests that as resources for perciived political influence,

(

personal characteristics such as sense of political efficacy, political

knowledge, and pOlitical interest are more effective than positional

4/characteristics such as education, occupation, andincom . Further,

age does not seem to matter, while sex remains an important predictor

of perceived political influence.

On the basis of these results, we decided to stratify the, sample
. .

opf

on the'basis of sex. Table 5 presents the zero- rder correlations,
'?"

means and standard deviations for males, and Table 6 presents.this

information for females.

The most striking feature of these table's is-the marked discrepancy

lein the means of-the influence variable.

ti

Not only do men obtain

much 'higher perceived influence scores,.but also show proportionately lower

standard deviations relative to women (i.e., the coefficients of

variation ar lower). Tpe meanAlso indicate that for both men and-

. .

wAen,the mNjority of perceived-influence occurs at loWer'tevels.
4

or ,women, o e can move over a full standarh:devation. from the' mean

and still be i the realm of local influence.

Also,notewot is the political efficacy variable. While the

means for men and Sr en are virtually identical, men show Nix more

2°4 1

n fact,



I Table

Zerd, Order 'Correlations Means and4Standard Deviations o

Basic Variables for Males

L4.79

11.46 3.04 ED .183 1.000

1,43484 17.58 AGE .125, :-.303 1.000

la.'

36.58 20.88 SEI *. .152 1.000 s

8881.20 6.89.160 IN .034. .098, -.066 1.000

5.65 2.75 ENV 330 '.504 -.170 .74 , .188 1.000

2.38 4.26 '171" .315 -.103 .215 $083 .433 A 1.000

3.10 4.98 kYll .26 .243 ,o66 ,o13 og ) .282 .179 1.000

5.29 PAST 1.000*

1.110.10ImmallINNOW

aOne respondent reported at income of $915,000. Since the outlier misleadingly dis reed

the mean and kstanthrd.d.ev,iatiot, it was eluded from the.calcula'tion of income.
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4 , Table 6.

o,

Zero Order CorrelatiOns eans an' Stanaar Variations of

Basil Variables for emales N

'1 I

1.84 3.10 PART 1.000

11.14 2.36 ED .062 1.000

46.62 19.19 AGE -.093 -.266 1.000

4

4
.

34'.28 22.21 SEI'

)

.07, :499 . 430 1.000

,

o
,

8559.50' 9253.30 INC .321 .256. -.196 .070 1.000

.1r, 1

s

5,14 .52. w .244 3.54 -.069 .395 .200/ 1.000

2.7 1.33, .105 ,394 ..446' .420 ;278 .184 11000

,

2.73 .1#.04, PINT .4o6 .1664 .105 .355 .148 .550 0 .038, 1.000,

;

Q
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variatiOn than do womep. Given tiiesimilarity ,of'Zhe meads, this/e'
,

i'
..; ..

suggestsrthat°men are more4ikely to be,represented in either end of
i - ,

'the dilstrIbutOk.
. l':' \ ( .

, A \.1---.

4. ...-

Further, whilewhile the'income means for 49n ad women are; very Si
-,.

. . , .,..) "

6 i womendisplay much lotevariation than- do melt Jae can think of'ro --.\
.

1, --'9 .
,:t' , .,,,

compelling reason why this pattern should had -ell!md.rofSer oply thQ.

. .
.

possible eftects of outliers ihysuch a sma sample or seine unassesse
i

0

degr e of differential reporting as an 'explanation.

Turning to the correlation ma rife s, we s,ee that with two 'very
_.:

ar,

-a

notable exceptions, all correlations involving perceived political influence are

greater for men than for women. The exceptions e income

versus ;034) and political interest (.406 versus '.256).
/

Lalysis for Males

(.324

For males the bivariate regression Of perceived political influence

education is insignifiCant (SeesTable 7). When,Occupation and family.

income are entered into the equation, occupation brAmes an important

predictor while neither education noriincome reach significance.

Adding age. and sense of efficacAlea s to the effects of occupa--C

tion falling just below significance, an, nsignificant age coefficient,

and a highly important effect of, efficac The importance of efficacy

does not change when knowledge an interest are added to the equatron.

We.would suggest that net of all other personal and positional

K
variables, sense of political efficacy remainsthe best predictor of perceived

itical influence for men.'

C) -

;'..)

c-5
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Table 7

Standardized Theta Coefficients of Perceived PoliticaInfluence
on Res'ource Variable's? for Males (N 63.)a

46'

J.

Indepeiaden:t; lir' (1 ) ,(2)
Varilibles _ Beta

C3)1
Beta

-BEI

INC

AGE,

z

KNOW .
PINT

«

.685 .137

.287* ...2.51*

.045 *, -:o4 .
a

(h) (5) (6),.
Beta Beta . Beta.

-1,-;

.037 -.008 -.o46

.190 .1%

017 -.0011 .oio
4.1*.

.150 x .161 .126

-389* .69;
. .\

:.1140" s-.10C)

.163

.018 .o6i .o6o .210 ''.220 .220

4
lla
litenctes betas significant at .05 level.

1.

0- I
e

'
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Analysis foi.lemales
ta,

Table indicates that for women it is family 'income rather.than

peisonal education or occupation which enables them to engage in,perceived

successful politicalparticipation. Even when age, political efficacy,

and Political knowledge are added to the equation, only the relationship

between income and: influence .remains significant. When political

interest is entered, while.incomeremainssignificant, interest also

importantly affects perceived influence.
:,

The above discussion suggests that the perceived political influence

[

proces differs for mend and women. For'men, the impqrtant variables
/ .

4
are oc upation and sense of political efficacy. For women, the

important var ables are family income and political, interest. We would

argue that for men, high position in the occupational structure, when

combined with a positive sense of political 4ficacy, is more likely

to produce perceived successful political participation.' For women,

perceived' successful political participation depends on high family

income combined with high political interest.

The fact that political efficacy is the best predictor of perceived politi-t

cai influence for men supports other studies which have shown a high

relationship* between, political efficacy and political influence.

The more interesting case is the subStantial effects of political

interest and family income on -women's, participation. One might explain

these relationships in the following way: Given that a woman has

sufficient political interest, high family income may afford opportunities

for contact with political influentials as well as the time necessary
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Table 8.
1

Standardized Beta Cpefficients of Political Participation on
_Resource Variables for Females (N = 49)a

Independent
Varaibles

,

(1)

Beta
(2)

Beta
(3)

Beta
(4)

Beta
(5)

Beta
'(6)
Beta

ED .062 -:063 -.077 -.076 -.112 7.073

SEI .082 .090 .100 .029. -.071

INC . .332* .325* .329* .298* .256*

AGE -.050 -.060 -.049- -.082

EFF -.025
. .

.007 .038

KNOW .210 .010

PINT .407*

2
R -.017 .049 .030 .003 .024 .124

a r
a Inoies betas significant at .05 level of significance.

r

2'
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for political activities. Such,circumstancea may allow' political

interest to be translated into perceived successfUl political participation.

Finally, it is worth noting that the coefficients of determination

(R ) for the male equations are consistently higher than those for

as we havefemales. This Suggests that the'process of influence

measured it, is somewhat more determined for men, and that men are

better able to translate their resources into political activity than

are women. Our interpretation of these results rests more upon the

structural constraints (e.g. child, birth, and child rearing, direct discrim-

ination against women participating in the area of politics) mitigates

against women attempting political influence than it does upon any supposed

limitations in the political expertise of women. We do not, of course,

have data that speak to. this question,.but leave our interpretation open

for subSequent researsh.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present'studY, a measure of perceiyed'political influence,

was constructed in an attempt to clarify the sociological-concept of

political participation and to apply it to an empiriCal situation. The

measure of in luence was constrained to successful legitimate

influence attempts as directed at elected executive and legislative

authorities at the local, state, and federal levels. On the basis of

thete constraints both a 3-item and an 18-item scale were constructed

- e
which ranked people hierarchically according to the highest leve/ of

government at which they feel 'they have been influential. The shorter

scale, for reasons discussed earlier, was not employed in this analysis.
'4160.

We have held perceived political influence to be associated with several

personal and.positional characteristics. These characteristics'include

,

23
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educational attainment, occupational status, annual family income,

age, sex, political knowledge, sense of political efficacy, and political

interest.

Using a sample of'112 adults aged 18 and over drawn from Chippewa

County, Wisconsin, we applied regression teohniques to assess the

relationship between these resource characteristics and the perceived

influence scale. When the sample was stratified on the basis of

sex we found that occupational level and political efficacy appear to
.

be the important Variables,for men, while family income and political :

.interest are the important variables for woMen. This suggests that

the process of perceivea influence -differs for men and women.' We have

offered possible 'explanations for these differences.

We believe that our analysis offers a potentially useful measure-

ment techniquei., and that it has directed us, to some Important insights

regarding the perceived political influence of Oral people. . We further
,

.
.

contend that Our. eilfortp:'have. heiped:to clarity hepax'.cipat1on/

influence nexus; a

inthe literature.'

scale as a viable

of stratifiCation.

distinction previously untat*sf,acto.ily dealt id.th
,

,

technique by which :tO ass ikki,tiaii dimension

, ,
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Appendix A

Scoring the Long Form

We' experimented with several ways of scoring the 18 item scale.

In a first attempt we simply added up a person's score for. -all 18

items and that total score became a person's perceived political influence score.

,The oalpha coefficient using this scoring technique was .727. The

problem with such a scoring technique is that it violates our theoretical

assumption of a hierarchy of influence based-on- highest level of

government at which one achieves successfU influence. For instance,

a person who did three activities at the local level (and nothing else)

would get a total score of three,'while a person who engaged in only

one ac4 of national influence (and nothing else) would get a total

.

score of one. Clearly, then, in comparing these two people, person

one would appear more influential than person two. However, that score,

would occur simply on the'basis of having done a greater number of

things than the peson who had done only one thing nationally. While

amount of perceived influence at any, level may be an important issue,

the major argument being: considered here is that differentiation of

people's influence should be done according to the level of government

at.which they perceive themselves. to be influential- -not simply the amount

of influence they may have had ai\ any level. Such arscoring technique does.

not fit our theoretical argument.

In order to approximate a hierarchical scale, we next attempted to

collapse modes of influence within any particular level and assign a

person a score. of zero if he hadexerted no influence at any level; one
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if be engaged in at least one form of successful influencing at the

Y
local level and nothing higher; two if he had engaged. in at least one

form of successful influencing at the state leVel and nothing higher;(

and three if he had engaed in at leas One form, of successful infl

encing at thV national leyel; regardle s of what he may have done a

other levels. While initially appeali g, this aggregation led to

' AI
unacceptable loss of variance. In effe't, this measure will not al (!kw

J
us to disci:1minate adequately between r spondents. Therefore, this

measuring technique:was also ditcarded..
. r 14

Our finalsoluiion to, this scoring p oblem was to incorporate

modes of inflUence into. the framework of 1

.7

basis a person, would get a score of zero
,
i he had- engaged in no

/ .
,

. - .

.

influence attemptd at any level; he would g t a' score of one to six if

vels of influence. 0 }his

he had engaged in one to six successful fo7 of influencing at the

locale level, and had done nothing at an highe levels; he would get a

score ,of seven to twelve if be-lhad ehgag,d in ne-to six successful

formsof influencing at the state level and nothing at the national

level (all this regarcess of what te had done at-the local level) ;,

and score of thirteen to eighteen if he had engaged in one to six

successful forms of influencing atEille national level, regardldps'of

what he had done at lower levels. (See Figures 1 a,pd 2.) Such a con-

ceptualization is more congruent with our theory than the first scoring

,:technique and solves the loss of variance problem of the second model;e

Further, ft' allows us to:differentiate between indiVivals who are more or

qess active within any given level. HoWever,it still:leaves us with a .

problem. That is, how can reliability be assessed for tills Model?
,

While-an alpha coefficient can be-compite4, for-the present

32
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scple, we would expect it to be larger than the alpha,coefficient for

the amount variable and not strictly interpretable..

It is quite. easy to see why the alphallOefficient will increase

ly by considering the alpha,coefficient itself:

or in words;

number of items in scale
rkk

Ea
i

2

2

number of items in scale - 1

Consider simply the quantity in parentheses:

sum of the variances
of each individual item

1

0

'sum of-the variances
of each individual item.

, 7 '

variance of a sum.
Of items

e

Fiance of a sum of items

What happens when one adds the variance in the sum of items due to the

scoring E)f the scale as a hierarchy to the variance in the sum of ilems

due to scoring the items in terms of amounts of influence is that ane

add, a new Component of variance to the denominator Of the term. (that

is, the variance of the suBt of items).

Analogdusly, in symbols, the denominater'of the quantity goes

from:

Var CA% which equals the' variance due 'to number of modes of
. influence to:

'Var (A 4. B) =liar (A) 4. Var (B) 2Cov (AB)

where the Var (A'. B) is variance due to number of modes of influence

and variance due to scoring the scale hierarchical

iii

. Meanwhile,

I

33
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'\)

the numerator of the equation, the sum of the variances of each individual

item, has not changed in the resealing.
k
Therefore, the quantity (1 - Eai2T will necessarily increase and

Ea
2

ea thealpha.coefficient.will increase.: Th,ealpha coefficient does in

fat increase to ..852.* The increase in the alpha coefficient is a

result of scoring the scale as a hierarcht. The alpha. coefficient is no
, .

, . .. N.
longer simply an item to total correlation but is rather an item to

.
. / .

adjusted total correlation where the total va*ianbe score has components

Ck

due tip amount of influence an44evelin the hierarchy at which that

influence took' place. The totat'iariance is then de (endent on amount

of.influence and where that influence took place in the hierarchy.

see whythis makes the alpha coefficient hard to interpret refer to

Figure 1.

SUch a measui-ement of t14 total score makes the relationship of
-41

dilUal,item to the total score dependent on where .that individual%

itei occurs; that is, the relationship will differ, as the item occurs:

the local level of influence, or the s a e level of influence or

e natdonal leirel of influence. Therefoi.e, it becomes difficult t

interpret exactly what an item to totel correlation Meana.'

We realize that problems with the interpretability,of the above

alpha coeffipient draw into question the reliability, of the scale:

Ideally,one would want to obtain another reliability measure Buell' as

test/retest reliability. Unfortunately, there 30--no, second measure

The alpha coefficient for th? ehort fotza, constructed in an
analagous fashiOn, is .800.

34



of the scale in the present study so test/retest reliability is not
.

possible to obtain. We have, however, chosento employ the 18 item

measure scored hierarchically in the following analysis for reasons of

theoretical validity. v_ It is our purpose.here to develop a medazre

which ranks people according to the highest level of government at
Tr'

which they have carried Out successful political Afluence. Such a

hierarchical scoring teChne seems to be the most theoretically

appealing choice.

A.

f
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Figure 1

Consideration of the Interpretability of the
Alpha Coefficient for the Revised Hierarchical Measure

of Perceived Political Influence'

"Attemptsto Possible
influence...; 'scores
locally'

Item 1
Item 2
RAI 3 (/

Item 4,
Item 5
IteM\6

Attempts to
influence

`state wide

1-0
1 -0.

1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0

Whether a person will score a one
through six is dependent on number .of
modes of influence at the localellevel
'and whether one scores anowhere on the
;state or national questionsif one
scores there, his total score must be
greater than.V.x.

'Possible
scores

Item 1 1-0
,

Item 2 1-0
Item 3 1 -0:
IteM-4 1-0
Item 5 1-0'
Item 6!': 1 -0 ,

,

Whether'a person will score a 'seven
through twelve is dependent on number,
of modes of state influence and whether
one scores on national itemsif one
scores on'national items, one's score
must be.greater than twelve. At the
same time one's scoreiSS1sq rode
pendent of having scored at all on

Attempts to
influence.
nationally

Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
IteM 6

Possible
scores

c

.Whether a persOn will score a thirteen
'throughout eighteen is dependent on
number of modes of national dnfluelloe
one has engaged in'and is, independent
of whether one scored on state or
local variables.

,
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Local,
Level
Perceived
Influence

32"

Figute 2
.

.Repre entation of Scaring Technique for 18 Item Scale

RaspOndentreports6modes
of perceived.influende
at federaLlevel

(i8)

4

Federal Level
Perceived
Influence

(16) " 4 modes

(15)." 3 modes

(14) " .2 modes

(13) " 1 mode

Respondent reports 5 modes federal-infiuence.1?

(17) of perceived influence at
federal level

I I

n..

I I

I I

Maximum score for

Respondent rgports 6
modes of perCseived in-
fluence at state level

0.21 Maximum

State level
Perceived
Inflyence

ReSpondent reports 5 modes
of perceived influence at
federal:level

T"
" 4 modes "

" 3 modes 11

-7(8) " Maties

(7.) " mode 11

Respondent reports 5 modes
7--(5) of perceived influende at

local level

(4)' " 4 mOdes "

(3). 3 modes "

,(2) " 2 modes

--(1) ".1.mode I ? .

scorestfor

state perceived influ.
e .*

ROspondent reports 6
'modes -of perceived in-
,fluence at local level

(6) Maximum score for local.
perceived influence

(0) Repprts no perceived
influence

aNumbers in parentheses refer to, score on perceived political influence scale..1
b
Note: Indiv,iduals,reporting state influence may also have been'active at the

local level. Likewise, individuals reporcing national influence may
have been active at state and local elvelr. See Table 1.
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Footnotes

ere influence refers to changing the probability that aperson

or .group will adopt. the behavior preferred by the influencer as a result
.0

of his actions toward that person or group.

2Verba and Nie (1972) present an alternative

effectiveness of participation.

way to study the

The present paper*iS based 'on results of a research proje4 /under

the direction of Archibald 0. Haller. The measurement scale presented

was originally developed to assess an aspect, of the power dimension in

/^
C stratification. (See'Svalastoga,.196.)

4
It is important to note the limitations of an<S4proach which

measures influence by means of self-reported perceptions. The most

important limitation of such a conception is that one is left withno

way of knowing'what the official would have done ir no ilichinduence

attempt had been made.. That is,.would.the.official.have taken. the action

he did without the influence appIied,by the rsporident-7:if so, then
of

influence has not been truly assessedl

51t seems probable that such a scale gill pick up only legitimate

influence attempts.

6 ,,,..., !

The judicial branch,,ufilike the others, is essentially closed to
.

,
.

all but those influences.which its officials.,. the judges, demand; and '

.even these are presented by specifically authorized personnel, lawyers

and sworn witnesses..
V

.*
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1.

'4he claim has been made that the legislative brailChes of govern-

ment are subordinated to the executive

could be, indidative of less' power,than
4

(1969) suggests that, "... legislative

the executive.;."

8See, for example, Lester Milbrath (1965v. 54) for a'diScuSsXon of

and so influencing the first

influencipg the s ond. 'Miliband

assemblies have lost power to'

this point.

9
See, for example, Bennett and Klecka (1970).

10
Tor assess a possible non - linear effect of age, we

cross tabular analysis,of age by influence levels (local',
-7

.

feleral).. The results of this analysis disclose'no such
. .

.6*

r

performed a

state,-and

effects.
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